SnapTrim Sections - All Windows
Product Details - Snap Trim

Note: Trim shown is a sampling of WINCO's offering. Not all shapes are held in stock and minimum quantity order may be required. Consult your local WINCO sales representative for other trims available. It is WINCO's recommendation to install all trim and materials per WINCO's installation instructions.

SCALE 6"=1'-0"
Note: Trim shown is a sampling of WINCO's offering. Not all shapes are held in stock and minimum quantity order may be required. Consult your local WINCO sales representative for other trims available. It is WINCO's recommendation to install all trim and materials per WINCO's installation instructions.
SnapTrim Sections - All Windows
Product Details - Sculptured Snap Trim

Note: Trim shown is a sampling of WINCO's offering. Not all shapes are held in stock and minimum quantity order may be required. Consult your local WINCO sales representative for other trims available. It is WINCO's recommendation to install all trim and materials per WINCO's installation instructions.
SnapTrim Sections - All Windows
Product Details - Snap Trim (Column Covers)

Note: Trim shown is a sampling of WINCO's offering. Not all shapes are held in stock and minimum quantity order may be required. Consult your local WINCO sales representative for other trims available. It is WINCO's recommendation to install all trim and materials per WINCO's installation instructions.

SCALE 6"=1'-0"